
Protecting your network has never been as critical as it is today. While 
traditional Next Generation Firewalls continue to provide protection, they 
were never designed to address today's advanced threats. Hackers have 
shifted their focus to advanced threats such as Ransomware or other 
types of malware that can compromise your most valuable resources and 
expose your organization to financial loss, compromise confidential 
information or worse. 

Advanced threats require
advanced intelligence
Why your organization needs Hillstone Intelligent Next Generation Firewalls
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NGFW vs. Intelligent NGFW
Traditional Firewalls provided only basic network layer 
security. Current Next Generation Firewalls added 
application layer security protection. Hillstone Intelligent 
Next Generation Firewalls (iNGFW) add behavior-based 
monitoring significantly increasing detection and 
protection. It uses both machine learning and artificial 
intelligence to closely examine behavior on the network to 
identify anomalistic activities for security professionals to 
study or block.



Features NGFW iNGFW

Abnormal Behavior Detection �

Advanced Threat Detection �

Kill Chain �

Threat Correlation Analytics �

Preemptive Mitigation �

Network Services � �

Intrusion Prevention � �

Anti-Virus � �

Attack Defense � �

URL Filtering � �

Cloud-Sandbox � �

IP Reputation � �

SSL Decryption � �

Endpoint Identification � �

File Transfer Control � �

Application Control � �

Quality of Service (QoS) � �

Server Load balancing � �

Link Load balancing � �

VPN � �

IPv6 � �

VSYS � �

High Availability � �

User and Device Identity � �

Logs & Reporting � �

The Intelligent Next-Generation 
Firewall 
The Intelligent Next-Generation Firewall (iNGFW) from 
Hillstone Networks uses three key technologies to detect 
advanced attacks and provide continuous threat defense for 
customer networks: 
� Behavioral analytics detect anomalous network behavior, 

which is based on the Hillstone Abnormal Behavior Detection 
engine (ABD). 

� Statistical clustering helps detect unknown malware, 
leveraging the patented Hillstone Advanced Threat Detection 
engine (ATD). 

� Threat correlation analysis engine correlates threat events 
detected by disparate engines—including ATD, ABD, Sandbox 
and other traditional signature-based threat detection 
technologies—along with context information to identify 
advanced threats.

The Hillstone iNGFW Provides 
3 Key Benefits to End Users

Defends against advanced threats through security 
correlation analytics across the Kill Chain.    

Protects critical assets through comprehensive 
monitoring and visibility of the network.     

Shortens time between compromise and detection 
through multiple detection and protection 
mechanisms as well as a cloud analytics.

The Difference Between 
NGFW and iNGFW

Hillstone Threat Correlation Analytics Engine
Cloud 

Analytics

ATD ABD Sandbox IPS AV URL APP …
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A Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack is an attempt to make an online service unavailable by 
overwhelming it with traffic from multiple sources. They target a wide variety of important resources, from banks 
to news websites, and present a major challenge to making sure people can publish and access important 
information. 

THREE COMMON USE CASES 

Detect and Prevent Ransomware
• Ransomware locks businesses out of their systems by encrypting critical data, decrypting it only after the

victim pays the attackers a monetary ransom. It is now the #1 security concern. FBI says more than $1
Billion was paid due to ransomware in 2016.

• Hillstone iNGFW leverages several security engines to protect against Ransomware threats, including AV,
IPS, ATD, ABD, and Reputation Database.

• With comprehensive security protection, Hillstone iNGFW can detect and mitigate even the most
sophisticated and rapidly evolving ransomware variants at any or all attack stages in kill chain.

Protect critical asset from DDoS attacks

iNGFW’s AV engine detects and 
recognizes the ransomware payload 
as Trojan/Generic.ASMalwRG.70 
and quarantines it.

If the malicious attachment was executed 
and attempts to connect the C&C server, 
the iNGFW Reputation detection engine 
can recognize the C&C server domain 
leveraging the Cloud reputation database, 
and block it.  

iNGFW detects different kinds of DoS 
behavior including SYN flood and TCP 
Small Window.

Description of small windows 
DoS behavior and proposed 
solution.

The iNGFW ABD engine can detect 
application DDoS attacks ignored by 
existing solutions via modeling the attacker 
IP and identifying abnormal IP behavior. 

The ABD engine tracks hundreds of 
dimensions in L4–L7, and can identify 6 
types and 50+ DoS behaviors.



Detect Internet Spider in A Timely Manner
A web spider (also called web crawler, web robot) is typically a script or computer program that browses the 
targeted website in an orderly and automated manner. An ill-behaved or malicious web crawler can consume 
large amounts of bandwidth and cause disruptions, especially to companies that rely on web traffic or content 
for their business.

The Hillstone iNGFW deployed inline with its ABD and ATD function enabled. Using the embedded spider 
behavior model and parameter comparison, the ABD engine detected several IPs exhibiting abnormal 
behavior.

ABD Engine Detected 
Web Spider attacks

Suspicious 
Spider IP

Abnormal 
IP

Normal
IP

Behavior Model 1 Behavior Model 2

Details of the web spider attack 
and the proposed solution

The admin receives the warning and can configure policy 
changes to mitigate the threat in a timely manner.
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